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Abstract: 

Given a minimal realization realizing the impulse response of a 

number of input channels, and given the impulse response of an 

additional input channel, a method will be derived for obtaining a 

minimal realization realizing the impulse response of this larger 

set of input channels. 

It will be shown that the originally given minimal realization may 

form part of the new obtained minimal realization. This construc· 

lion will be the basis of the minimal realization algorithm derived 

in this paper. It will be shown that besides the determination of 

the rank of Hankel matrices the algorithm only requires the solv

ing of linear equations. 

Keywords: Multi·input systems, Minimal realization theory. Input channel recur

sive approach, Hermite canonical forms. 

1. Introduction 

Given the impulse response of a linear finite dimensional time invariant discrete 

time system there are several methods for obtaining a minimal realization 

(cf.[1].[2].[ 4]). 

In this paper we will approach the minimal reali7.ation problem in a way that 

ditTers from existing methods. The result. of this approach will be a minimal 
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realization algorithm that is recursive wilh rC!~pccl to the number of inpul chan

nels. 

The approach will be as follows: 

Suppose that the system has m > 1 input channels and that these are numbered 

1 lo m.. Fulhermore suppose that for a given integer k, with 1 ~ k < m., a 

minimal realization with respect to the first k input channels is known and that 

the impulse response of the (k + l)-th input channel is available. 

In this paper (Section 4) we shall describe a method for obtaining a minimal 

realization with respect to the first k + 1 input channels such that the existing 

realization with respect to the first k input channels is an actual part of this new 

minimal realization. This part, therefore, need not to be computed again. 

In Section 3 we recall some results concerning the comput.ation of a minimal 

realization from the impulse response for syslems wit.h only one input channel. 

Section 5 contains the description of our minimal realization algorithm. The 

algorithm basically consists of the application of the results of Sections 3 and 4 

and will be illustrated by means of an example. Section 6 contains some con

cluding remarks. In Section 2 we will recall some preliminary results. 

2. Preliminaries 

In this section we shall give some notation and recall some fads concerning 

Hankel matrices and realizations. 

Throughout this paper we shall denote the set of real vectors with s components 

by R', and the set of real s X t matrices by R sxt • 

For certain integers sand t, let T := ~ Td~1 be an infinite sequence of matrices 
in RII'Jt.t. 

Define the two-sided infinite block Hankel matrix }fa (T) and. for given integers 

k,t ~ l,the finite block Hankel matrix Ha(T,k,l} as 

Tl T2 Ts Tl T2 
T2 Ts T2 Ta 

Ba(T) := Ts • Ha(T,k,l}:= 

Tot TlcH 

We shall make use of the following well-known theorem (cr.[l),[2]). 
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]beorem 1. 

Rank Ha(T} = n if' and only if 

for every i ~ n : rank Ha(T.i,n) = rank Ha(T.i.n + 1) = n . 

In this paper we shall consider linear finite dimensional time invariant discrete 

time systems. We assume that the systems have m input channels and p output 

channels. This means that if 1.1, represents the input and y represents the output 
of the system then 1.1, is in Rm and y in RP. 

In this paper we let Q := l Q U"=l be the impulse response of a system with Q in 
RP'Xm denoting the i-th Markov parameter. 

Jf, for some integer n, there exist matrices A in Rnxn. B in Rnxm and C in 

RPxn such that for every i ~ 1 : CAi-l B = Qi then we shall call the triple 

(A,B,C) a realization of Q of order n. 

The triple (A.B. C) is called a minimal realization of Q if n is as small as possi

ble. In the sequel we shall use R,(A.B) for the compound matrix 

[B ,AB ...... Ai-l BJ and q (A. C) for the compound matrix 

C 
CA 

Define the two-sided infinite block Hankel matrix M as M := Ha(Q) and, for given 

k,l ~ 1. the finite block Hankel matrix MIc .L as MIc.l := Ha{Q,k.l}. Now we men

lion the following well-known results (cr. [1].[2],[4]). 

Theorem 2. 

(i) Rank M = n if and only if any minimal realization or Q is of order n. 

If the triple (A.B,C) is a realization of Q of order n then we have 

(ii) the triple (A.B. C) is a minimal realization of Q if and only if 

rankRn{A.B) = n and rankOn(A.C) = n. 
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3. Sngle input systems (m = 1) 

In this section we shall review some resuu's concerning the construction of a 

minimal realization from the impulse response for systems with only one input 

channel. In that case the Markov parameters "" as deflned in Section 2 are 

matrices in R'P~l == R'P. Let the matrices M and. for given k.l ~ 1. Mu be 

defined as in Section 2. We nole that Mil; I is a matrix in RPlcOXI. 

Assume that rank M = n. then by Theorem 1 we know that for every 

i::!! n : rankM.Ln = rank Mi,n +J :: n. Therefore lhere exists a uniquely delermined 

vector % in Rn such that for ev~ry i ~ 1: 

Alt,n + 1 [ ~1 ] = 0 . 

Write % = [%1o%2 ..... XnF where T denotes transposition. Then we have the follow

ing recurrence relation. 

For every i ~ 1 : Qi%l + Qi+J%2 + .. , + Qi+n-t%n = Qi+n' 

Define matrices A in R"'~ 0 B in R"'OXI and C in !E{POX'" by 

o 0 %1 1 
1 0 %2 0 
0 1 

C:= [Ql.Q2 •.•.• Q"'] . A:= B'-0 .- . 
1 0 Xn-l 

0 0 0 1 %", 0 

By induction we may now prove that for every i ~ 1: 

and therefore we have for every i ~ 1 : CAi-l B = Qi' 

Consequently the triple (A.B,C) is a realization of Q. The triple (A.B.C) is even a 

minimal realization of Q since its order is n which by Theorem 2 is the order of 

any minimal realization of Q. 

From the above-mentioned facts we may conclude that in case of one input 

channel. once the rank of the infinite Hankel matrix is determined. the con

struction of a minimal realization can be achieved by solving a finite number of 

linear equations. 

]n the following section we shall describe a method for obtaining a minimal reali

zation with respeCt to the first j + 1 input channels based on an existing minimal 

realization with respect to the first j input channels and the impulse response of 
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the (j + 1}-th input channel. The minimal realization obtained will be such that 

the existing minimal realization with respect to the first j input channels forms 

part of it. 

We will show that after the determination of the rank of an infinite Hankel-like 

matrix. the construction of the minimal realization with respect to the first j + 1 

input channels also can be achieved by solving a finit.e number of linear equa

tions. 

Before describing this construction we shall give some necessary notation. 

4. Multi-mpul systems (m > 1) 

In this section we let j be a fixed integer with 1 ~ j < m. We define matrices Ti 

in RP)(j and T' in RPl<(jf-I) to be the matrices formed of the first j and the first 

i + 1 columns of !ii, respectively. where the matrices Qi are the Markov parame

ters as defined in Section 2. 

Furthermore, in this section we shall assume that a minimal realization with 

respect to the first j input channels is available. Hence, we know the minimal n 

and matrices A in R nXn , B in Rnl<J and C in RP'Xn such that for every 

i ~ 1: CA,-l B = Ti . Define q := fqdt':1 to be the impulse response of the (j + 1)

th input channel, where q;. is the (j + 1)-th column of Qt. Note that we can write 

T', = [Ti,qd. 

Define the two-sided infinite block Hankel matrices Hand H' as H := Ha{T) and 

H' := Ha(T'). And, for given k,l ~ 1. define the finite block Hankel matrices 

HJ:,Z. H'J:" and GJ:,l as Hk.l := Ha{T,k,l}, H'k.l := Ha(T',k,l) and 

GA;.l := Ha(q ,k,l}, 

Note that H'J:.l = [Hk.l,Gk.dPk.l where PkJ is some permutation matrix. From 
this we can conclude that for every k ,l ~ 1: 

(1) 

In the remainder of this section we will assume that. rank H' = n', By the 

definitions of Hand H' it is clear that rankH';;>-: rank H. i.e. n' ~ n. Writ.e 

n'=n+rwithr~O. 

We may now state the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3. 

RankH' = n' = n +r if and only if 

for everyi ~n +r : rank[Dt(A,C).Gi,r] = rank[Oi(A,C).Gi.r+tl = n +r . (2) 

The proof of this theorem is deferred to the appendix. 

Note that the compound matrices [Oi(A.C),G i .r ] and [~(A.C),Gi,r+d consist of 

n +r and n +r + 1 columns, respeclively. 

From Theorem 3 we can conclude that if rankH' = n' then there exists a 

uniquely determined vector in Rft+r. written as [ ~ ) wit.h x in JRft and y in RT 

such that for every i ~ 1: 

(3) 

We shall now distinguish two cases. 

1. n'=n{r=O). 

2. n'>n (r>O). 

1. Jf 11.' = n then the vector y in (3) does not exist and by the definitions of 

Dt(A.C) and Gu we can conclude that the vector x in Rn in (3) satisfies for 

every i ~ 1: CAi-I X = qi. 

Let A'. B' and C' be matrices in Rn~ft, Rn~(j+l) and Rl'~n, respectively, 

defined by A':= A, B':= [B,x] and C':= C. We now have for every i ~ 1: 

C'A'i-IB' = CAi-I[B.x] = [~,qd = T'i' Hence. the triple (A',B',C') is a reali

zation of T. In fact, it is even a minimal realization since its order n' by 

Theorem 2 equals the order of any minimal realization of T. 

2. If n' > n then by the definitions of Dt(A,C) and Gi,r+l the vectors x in Rft 

and y in R r in (3) satisfy for every i ~ 1 : 

CAi-IX + [qi.qi+I ..... qi+r-I]y = qi+r' 

Write x = [XloX2 ..... xnF and y = [YIoY2 ..... YrF and define matrices A' in 
Rn'~n', H' in /Rn'X(j+l) and C' in lR'P~' as 

A ABO ... [ "'j [ ] A':= 0 A ,B':= 0 B ,C':= [C,C] , 
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A= 

o 0 VI 
1 0 V2 
0 1 

.. 1 0 Vr-l, 
o 0 .. 0 1 Vr 

C = [q 1.q2 •...• qr] . 

Then we have the following: 
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o 0 %1 

o 0 %2 

A 

.A= 

o 0 

Using induction we may prove that for every i ~ 1: 

From (4) it is clear that for every i ~ 1: 

1 
0 

.... 0 
B-. - and 

o 

(4) 

Therefore the triple (A~.B'. C') is a realization of T' of order n '. Again. this 

realization even is a minimal one since it~ order. by Theorem 2. equals the 

order of any minimal realization of T'. 

From (4) it follows that 

for everyi ~ 1: q(A'.C') = [q(A,C).Gt •r ]. (5) 

5. A minimal reaJization algorithm 

In this section we shall combine the results of the previous sections in order to 

obtain a minimal realization algorithm. First we shan introduce some necessary 

notation. 

Let Q = (Qdi.";,1 be the impulse response of the system as defined in Section 2. We 

shall denote the j -th column of Qt by q! and define qi := ~q!!i=I' Note that the 



latter 'represents the impulse response of the j-th input channel. For given 

k,l ~ 1 we define the finite block Hankel matrix dot •, to be Ha(qJ.k ,l). 

We sha'll denote a minimal realization with respect to the first j input channels 

of order nJ by (Aj,B;,C; ;nj). The matrices Aj • Bj and C; are in R"/J(n!. Rn!xJ and 
p~n . 

R 'i, Tespectively. 

Combination of the 'results of Sections 3 and 4 yields the following minimal reali

zation algorithm. 

(0 Determine a minimal realization (A I.B 1- C1 ; n I) with respect to the first 

input channel based on q 1 as described in Section 3. 

(ii) Let j take values from 1 to m - 1 and for each value of j apply the results 

of Section 4 in order to obtain (A;+1.Bj+hCj+1;nj+I) based on (Aj,Bj,Cj ;nj) 
and qJ+l. 

Note that nl ~ Tt2 ~ ... ~ 1'I.m.. and writ.e Tj = nj+1 - nJ with TO = n l . By writing 

Expression (5) in the notation of this section and applying the result to the algo

rithm we obtain for.any j with 1 ~ j < m and for every i ~ 1: 

(6) 

And therefore. since the indices TO.Tl ..... Tj-l are known. there is no need to actu

ally evaluate Oi(Aj,q). 

The rank condition of Theorem 3 can now be written as: 

For every i ~ n +T : rank[GJ.TO.G~.Tl ..... G{.rJ_1 

(7) 

With these observations the algorithm may be described in more detail as fol

lows. 

(i) Determine a minimal realization (A I.B I. CI ; n.) with respect to the first 
input channel based on q t and set TO = nt. 

(ii) 1.Jet j take values from 1 to m - 1 and for each value of j 

(a) determine Tj such that Condition (7) is satsified and set 

Ttj+l = Ttj + Tj. 

(b) apply the construction of Section 4 to obtain (Aj+J,BJ+1.C;+1:nj+l) 

( ) '+1 from Aj,'Bj.Cj ;nj and q' . 

We shall illustrate the algorithm by means of an example. 
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Example. 

m = 3, P = 1. Let 

Q = fQd·t~:l = f [1.-1.-1].[2.2.3].[0,9.-4].[9.'7.-12].[2.-34.-16] 

[36.19.-79].[1'7.-129.-111] .... ~ . 

Application of the algorithm yields Lhe following. 

Step (i) results in 

1 2 0 9 
209 2 

Gi."., = ~ ~ 3~ ~~ • AI = [ ! ~ ~ ]. B, = ! ~]. CI = [1 2 0]. 

Step (ii) successively yields: 

j = 1. T} = O. n2 = 3. 

1 2 0-1 
2 0 9 2 
o 9 2-9 
9 2 36 '7 

j = 2. Ta = 2. ns = 5. 

1 2 
2 0 

[GI''''o,Gf.TI,Gr.T2+'] = 
0 9 
9 2 
2 36 

Note that Gf.,..! does not exist. 

o 0 1 0 1 
104 0 0 

As = o 1 0 0 -2 • B3 = 
o 0 0 0 0 
000 1 1 

0 -1 3 4 
9 3 4 -12 
2 4 -12 -1.6 

36 -12 -16 -'79 
17 -16 -79 -111 

1 1 0 
0 -1 0 
0 o 0 • Cs = [1 2 0 -1 3] . 
0 o 1 
0 o 0 
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Finally. we may conclude that (A:,:!,B:,:!,Cs) is;a minimal realization of the impulse 

response I Qd;;'l' 

6. Conclusions and remarks 

a) After termination of the algorithm, we have obtained a state space represen

tation of the system in "'What is known as a controllable Hermite form. For 

more details concerning canonical Hermite forms we refer to [3J, [4]. 

The nice structure of the state spaC'e representation obtained may be 

profitable for several control problems. 

b) In the realization algorithm presented no mat.rix inversion is required. It is 

only required to solve a finite number of linear equations. Furthermore, by 

renumbering the input channels alternative minimal state space representa

tions -of the system can be obtained. 

c) The algorithm presented simultaneously determines structure parameters 

(the Hermite indices TO,Tlo .... Tm -l) and corresponding system parameters. 

Note that the number of system paramelers is 

mTo+ (m-1)rl + (m.-2}r2 + ... +r_+ 
Renumbering the input channels may give rise to a different set of structure 

indices and may reduce the number of system parameters. 

d) The -recursive feature of the algorithm may be helpful for programming the 

algorithm. 

e) Analogously to the previous sections, a minimal realization algorithm that is 

recursive with respect to toe number of outputs can be derived. This algo

rithm applied to the impulse response of the example would then yield the 

following state space representation. 

0 1 000 1 -1 -1 
0 0 100 2 2 3 

A' -1 - 0 0 010 . B' -1 - 0 -'9 4 . C'l = [1 0 0 0 0]. 
0 0 o 0 1 9 "7 -12 
o -1 -3 4 1 2 -34: -16 
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Appendix 

Proof of Theorem 3. 

From Theorem 1 and (1) it follows thal rankU' = n' = n +r if and only if 

Nole that for every itj >- 1 : Hi •i = Oi(A.e) Ri{A.B). Therefore we have for every 

i,j ~ 1: 

Since for every 

[ 
Rj(A,B) 0 

i~n: 0 II 

j ~ n : rankRj(A,B) = n. it follows that for every 

1 is right-invertible and has rankj + n. Therefore we may 

conclude that for every i,j ~ n: 

Consequently (AI) is equivalent to 

for every 1. ~n' : rank[q(A.e).Gi .n ,) = rank[q(A,C),Gi.n· .. d = n' . (A2) 

Since for i ~ n : rankq(A.C) = n, we have thal for i ~ n' ~ n the n columns of 

q(A,C) are linearly independent. And so the remaining n'-n = r linearly 

independent columns in I Dt (A, e). {\.n·] are contained in Gt.n·.From lhis it follows 

that rank G = t ~ r. Therefore by Theorem 1 we have that for every 

i ~ t : rank G •. r = r. So for i sufficiently large. the first. r columns of Gt..n· are 

linearly independent. Furthermore we may prove thal if, for some integers k ,l 

with 1 < k ~ n' and 1 ~ n', the·k-th column of Gt .n , is linearly independent of the 

columns of q (A, C) then the (k -1}-th column of G t+ l.n· is linearly independent 

of the columns of ali-leA ,e). From this it is clear that the r linearly independent 

columns of Gi .n , which are also linearly independent of the columns of ~ (A. e), 

for every i ~ n', can be chosen t.o be the first.,. columns of Gi..n·' 

On the other hand we can prove t.hat if the k-th column of G'.n" with r < k < n' 

and l > I. depends linearly on the columns of [q (A. C), Gt •r ] then the (k + l)-th 

column of Gt-l.n ' depends linearly on the columns of [q-l(A.C),G t - l •r ]. 

Therefore we may conclude that (A2) is equivalent to 

for every i ~ n' : rank[ o.dA,C), Gi,r] = rank[Dt(A,C}.G",rH] = n' . 0 


